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APPLICATION: MOST INNOVATIVE CAMPAIGN  
 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Jurisdiction Name Tuolumne County 

Contact Name Dr. Liza Ortiz 

Contact Title County Health Officer 

Contact E-Mail Address LOrtiz@co.tuolumne.ca.us 

Contact Phone Number 209-533-7401 

Alternate Contact Kristina Herrera 

Alternate Contact Phone 
Number 

209-533-7419 

Jurisdiction size (Please check one): 
� Large (Population exceeds 700,000) 
� Medium (Population less than 700,000; more than 200,000) 
� Small (Population less than 200,000; more than 50,000) 
X Very Small (Population less than 50,000) 

 
 
 

ABOUT THE COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN 

Name Of Communications Campaign #healthyselfieTC: Health Communications in a Rural Setting 

Public Health Communications Awards 
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Brief Campaign Overview  
(200 Words Or Less) 

In an effort to bolster community health awareness and 
address the health status of Tuolumne County, the LHD 
developed the communications campaign to improve LHD 
and community member interaction with the goal of changing 
the conversation about health in our community from a 
negative focus to positive health movements within our 
neighborhoods and linking residents to local social and health 
resources. Through the campaign, we hope to ultimately 
reach families and adults upstream with health messaging 
that will improve their health literacy and inspire adoption of 
healthy behaviors in order to prevent chronic disease and 
injury. During the campaign, we aim to have our 
communication messages inform more residents about the 
need to address local health policies. Over time, we hope the 
campaign catalyzes a shift of thinking about health in 
Tuolumne County that de-normalizes tobacco use, promotes 
healthy and active living, and reinforces the importance of 
preventive care. 

Campaign Start Date August 1, 2014 

Campaign End Date  Ongoing 

 
 
 

 

 

 

CAMPAIGN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

What is the purpose of this campaign? Does it address an underlying community need? Please 
describe why the campaign was developed. You are encouraged to submit evidence of need (e.g., 
local news stories, internal reports, testimonials, data, community health assessments) as an 
addendum to this form.  
 
Until this communications campaign, our local health department’s (LHD) interaction with the public 
had been limited to the public’s attendance of community events, clinic visits, or placing a limited 
number of expensive advertisements in the local media outlets – one local newspaper and radio station. 
This limited interaction makes it difficult for our LHD to educate community members about preventive 
health behaviors and encourage utilization of local health resources outside individual medical and 
urgent care centers.  
  
Various state and federal data sources have shown that Tuolumne County scores poorly in many 
measures of health. A recent analysis of the economic burden of chronic disease in California places 
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Tuolumne at the top of the list for highest burden. Through focus groups and interaction with people 
during outreach events, it was demonstrated to LHD staff that many community members were 
unaware of Tuolumne County’s health status and as such were less likely to participate in efforts to 
promote health policy or events. With this perspective, the LHD devised the communications project to 
increase our community’s awareness about the burden of disease including the following: 
 
• Tuolumne County has one of the highest rates of adult smoking in the state: 26% of adults in 
Tuolumne County smoke cigarettes and 49% of surveyed households in Tuolumne County have a 
tobacco user in residence. (Tobacco Consumption Survey, 2012) 
• 27% of Tuolumne County residents report excessive drinking.  This is the highest rate in the 
state of California. (County Health Rankings 2015) 
• Tuolumne County ranks 6th highest in the state as a county in deaths due to prescription 
opioids, and 3rd highest in the state as a county in the amount of morphine equivalents prescribed per 
resident. (CURES 2009-2013, data provided by California Healthcare Foundation) 
•  Our kindergarten vaccination rate in 2014 was 77.49%, the third lowest rate in the state. 
(California Department of Public Health) 
•  Regarding obesity and active living, 56.6% of adults in Tuolumne County are overweight/obese 

and 18.7% are obese. Only 30.7% of adults engaged in regular walking in the week prior to being 
surveyed, and 19.3% of adults had not participated in exercise in the month prior to being surveyed. 
Also, of low-income children, 28.9% of children aged 2-4 years are overweight/obese and 11.4% are 
obese. (SNAP-Ed Profile) 

 
The health status of the county is obvious to the LHD and the local health industry, but is less obvious to 
the public.  Prior to the development of this campaign, we analyzed our existing social media posts, and 
realized that our personal and local posts were significantly more popular than our generalized health 
messaging.  They also led to more direct interaction with the public.  Thus, this campaign has aimed to 
increase awareness of simple, affordable ways residents can be healthy in their own neighborhoods 
despite the risk factors the county faces by showcasing personal and local examples. 
 
 
Does your campaign address an issue related to health equity? How?  
 
The rurality of Tuolumne County has a profound effect on its population’s health. Risk factors such as 
less social and medical resources, shortages of healthcare providers, a significant elderly population, 
lower household incomes and socioeconomic statuses of families, and rising rates of substance abuse 
have contributed to high rates of chronic disease and high economic burden to Tuolumne County2. The 
disparities our rural community experiences hinder access to information and resources that inform 
people about to how to live healthfully. The social exclusion of vulnerable groups such as people with 
mental illness, the elderly, and people with low socioeconomic status is compounded in a rural setting 
where there is significantly less access and resources available to them. We are working to achieve 
health equity in a rural community by using media to increase community awareness of the disparities 
faced by residents and motivating them to voice their opinion to support health policy that would 
improve local conditions. Meanwhile, the campaign is also shifting focus from Tuolumne’s poor health 
ratings to focus on ways people can find simple, affordable ways to be healthy in their own 
neighborhoods despite the risk factors the county faces.  
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What population was this campaign targeted to reach? How did you plan to reach them?   
 
Due to our relatively small population, our target population is the entire County of Tuolumne. 
Moreover, by focusing our health communication efforts on a population wide level, we are able to 
reach families, youth, and other vulnerable groups. Our communications campaign utilizes primarily 
social media activities but also incorporates traditional media efforts. By utilizing both communications 
options, we will achieve a farther reach across our community’s population as different age groups are 
more apt to use one form over the other. For example, our social media communication has achieved 
success in engaging middle, high school, and college age youth as well as several adult age groups, but 
our newspaper and radio communications are more effective in reaching our senior population. With 
this approach, our communications campaign is able to reach as many community members as possible.  
 
An important consideration with our communication campaign is Tuolumne County’s delayed arrival to 
digital connectedness. High-speed, broadband internet access was made available to the majority of 
Tuolumne County residents only in the past five years4. Prior to this connection, health education was 
conducted primarily in-person at events or clinical visits or through costly print campaigns where impact 
cannot be thoroughly assessed. Much like the rest of California, however, Tuolumne County did 
experience a similar increase in mobile phone technology and access to virtual information. Though 
there are still no-reception zones in many areas of our county, many residents now have digital access. 
Using this digital connectedness to our advantage, the communications campaign primarily focuses on 
utilizing social media as a new outreach platform to inform and educate populations that have been 
previously difficult to reach. Many residents do not attend community outreach events but most utilize 
or have access to social media or other online access to acquire information. As such, the campaign 
seeks to utilize digital communication as another avenue of reaching our target audience. The project is 
the first robust effort of using digital health communications in our rural community. This approach is 
unique in Tuolumne County because there has not been any strong social media or online presence by 
social or civic agencies in our area prior to the launch of our major social media campaigns.  
 
Our communications campaign is devised such that: 
• Social media messages focus on a variety of health topics. Strategies include cross posts of 
information from federal and state agencies as well as local partners, promotion of local and national 
health awareness events, providing press release information on local health emergencies and hot 
topics, sharing stories of LHD staff and partner agencies, creating events for LHD classes and workshops, 
and highlighting and celebrating community members and partners who are practicing healthy 
behaviors.  
• A local hashtag was developed for the campaign aimed at motivating community members to 
highlight ways that they stay heathy in our county: #healthyselfieTC (where “TC” is understood to stand 
for Tuolumne County). By having photos or posts tagged with the hashtag, we hope that the branding of 
our campaign with the hashtag will diffuse throughout the community and encourage others to try out a 
new hiking trail that someone saw through our campaign hashtag or to incorporate a new vegetable 
recipe that was shared. Moreover, the hashtag was developed to support the idea that health happens 
in the communities we live in. By tagging one’s ‘selfie’ in a photo or status on social media with our 
hashtag, that person is showing realistic ways that people can achieve health in small ways. Many of our 
hashtags have highlighted local hiking trails that are relatively accessible for more residents, healthy 
dinners and recipes, and even posts as simple as remembering to wear sunscreen before enjoying the 
weekend. With the hashtag we hope to achieve our campaign goal of changing the conversation about 
health in Tuolumne County in that despite having limited resources, there are still ways people can 
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improve their health and that there are ways our community can come together to address health 
disparities and create solutions. 
 
 
Could this campaign be replicated or transferred to other jurisdictions? Please explain.  
Yes, given enough LHD administration buy-in, this communications campaign can be replicated. The 
campaign can be catered to another jurisdiction in that the messages promoted online or in print or 
radio can be modified to suit each community’s needs. Social media is universally accessible and 
because many LHD’s already place print and radio advertisements, replicating our campaign would 
simply require re-tooling the content and timeframe of their traditional media ads to align with the 
online and social communication messages.  
 
Our neighboring counties and the greater foothill region have also become digitally connected, 
therefore the use of social media and outline outreach is available. Additionally, the hashtag our 
campaign developed could be easily adapted to meet another LHD’s needs. For example, 
“healthyselfieTC” can be modified to another community such as Calaveras County: 
#healthyselfiecalaveras or the region: #healthyselfiegoldcountry or #goldcountryhealth.  
 
Also, since Tuolumne County shares similar demographics and health concerns with our neighboring 
counties, we could expand our impact through coordination of the campaign with regional partners.  
None of our neighboring counties have active social media accounts for their departments, but over 
time, we hope that our project will inspire new partners to collaborate with. 
 
 
 
What partners did you work with in planning and implementing this campaign?  
 
A major component of this communications campaign is the fostering of strong interagency partnerships 
and capacity building to promote living well messages. Partnering of the LHD with other local agencies 
allows for coordinated health campaigns to be communicated to the community in a united effort. We 
are aligning agencies who are addressing pieces of a health issue and partnering to support each other’s 
efforts which the public witnesses on our social media page. The interagency collaboration and stronger 
online presence borne from this innovation has resulted in stronger health campaigns that better 
stimulate community member interest. Additionally, the interactive nature of online communications 
has enabled conversations to begin about the health needs of the county. The open communication 
allowed by this campaign allows the community member to go beyond starting a conversation about 
health to becoming actively involved by either signing up for a program, joining a coalition, or voluntarily 
sharing the information with others.  
 
During the project’s implementation process, we began recruiting stakeholders. The LHD project 
committee developed work flow and management/monitoring protocols for the effort which was 
submitted to department heads and the county administrator’s office. As a result, the county 
administrator and department heads have shown interest in the page and are monitoring the outcome 
of this endeavor as it unfolds for use as a possible model for other county departments’ social media.  
 
Since we have implemented the innovation, stakeholders from our partner agencies have expressed 
interest in participating to better reach their own target populations using this method. Development of 
these partnerships has allowed LHD staff to build capacity and provide technical assistance to other 
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agencies about public health issues and programs. Currently, their role is to promote the LHD’s health 
campaigns to their agency’s particular target population and to incorporate living well messages within 
their scope of work. This has resulted in increased presence of LHD health messaging in the community 
to a wide variety of community members. The expansion of the project to our stakeholder partners aims 
to further convey health messages to county residents in order to garner public and political support for 
local health efforts. Importantly, it also increased stakeholder support for health in all policies and 
ordinance updates which the LHD has proposed to elected officials. 
 
Not only are our partners infusing living well practices into their work, but they are essential in 
disseminating the information online and in their outreach materials. All of our partnerships involve the 
cross-sharing of coordinated health information on our social media accounts. A few of our partnerships 
include: 
• Tobacco control and maternal child health collaboration to promote smoke-free environments 
• SNAP-Ed and Office of Education linkages to promote nutrition 
• Public health and law enforcement partnership to address the local opioid epidemic 
• Partnerships with a local non-profit to increase health literacy in our community. 
 
 
To what extent does the campaign leverage existing resources without creating new costs? 
 
The LHD has leveraged existing resources to implement this campaign and so far, the campaign has not 
created any new costs. Any print and radio media have been paid for utilizing program funds that were 
already earmarked for print media and the LHD communication’s team worked with program leads to 
re-work how and when traditional media placements were run in coordination with the social media 
component of the campaign. Social media post “boosts” were also paid for utilizing program media 
budgets that were pre-approved by each program agency. Existing media advertisements were modified 
by the communications team with free online graphic design and photo editing software to develop 
messages that appealed to our various audiences. Additionally, to avoid stock photo and copyright 
licensing fees for media, the LHD team strive to generate original content by using photos, videos, and 
testimonials taken at outreach events and around the community to promote our local health messages. 
 

 

OUTCOMES 
Did you test or evaluate your campaign?  If so, how?  
 
We are currently in the process of conducting our 1-year baseline evaluation and in the early stages of 
collecting data for Year 2. We keep media records of our print and radio placements and in Year 2, we 
began utilizing an Excel tracking tool to monitor our social media metrics. The launch of our first 
account, Facebook, was in August 2014 and the communications project staff are currently using the 
built-in Facebook insights and publication tools to analyze the activity in our project so far.  
 
Every month, the communications team reviews all our media outreach, both on social media and 
without traditional media outlets. The team reviews our social media page analytics to assess our 
population demographics, views/clicks/impressions, negative feedback, community reach, and follower 
patterns. From there, we will use the data to guide future campaign tactics. We continue to use the 
results to determine which types of social media strategies have worked best and to address frequency 
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of these posts. We plan on using the data from our social media accounts to compare attendance at our 
events and events to check for any effect the communication outreach may have had in active 
community member engagement. With regards to our traditional media, our evaluation will take into 
account circulation numbers of the newspaper to extrapolate estimated reach and query outreach event 
participants about where they heard about the event, either newspaper, radio, or on social media. At 
our final evaluation, we will be able to evaluate which for of communications has been most effective 
which will guide our future communication efforts. 
 
What were the outcomes of this campaign? To what extent were your objectives achieved?  
  
When the innovation project began picking up momentum in early 2015, our page activity significantly 
increased, which we observed from our monthly analysis of our page activity. As of this submission, we 
have 552 likes which is significant for our area considering the limited social media interaction and a 
hesitance to interact with governmental agencies. Our monthly post reach hovers around 300-500 
impressions for in-house generated content that contain staff or community member images or 
recognitions, and 75-120 for shared content from state/federal agencies (no local connection).  
 
For example, our most far reaching posts with the most impressions have addressed emergency 
preparedness in light of recent local wildfires (the post reached over 2300 impressions, 142 likes, and 67 
active clicks), recognition of breastfeeding rates (over 1200 impressions 168 likes, and 117 active post 
clicks), a shared post of the California Highway Patrol incorporating more nutritious snacks (1000 
impression, 35 likes, and 35 post clicks), and a family planning clinic survey that reached over 10,000 
unique impressions.  
 
So far, analytics of our social media pages (Facebook, Periscope, Instagram, and Pinterest) as well as our 
partner agencies social media posts led us to discover that the most popular posts tend to be those 
which included our staff or showed an event hosted with another agency. The relatability of these 
personal posts and the strong connections with our partners has led to improved engagement with the 
public, including connections with services and timely education on important issues, including 
emergency responses.  We have also found that our following is predominantly female and very low in 
male engagement across all age brackets. With this knowledge, our LHD communications team will 
begin researching communication strategies and media messaging approaches that will best reach this 
population. Overall, we will continue to capitalize on the connected nature of a small community to 
further engage the public in relevant public health messaging.  
 
 
To what extent does the campaign shift thinking about health from individual medical care to 
community / public health / equity issues? 
 
With the #healthyselfietc hashtag and highlighting of local resources, we hope that the communication 
campaign will change the conversation about Tuolumne’s health to raise awareness about our health 
disparities. Focusing on affordable ways to be healthy directly in our community showcases the 
importance of health on the neighborhood and community level.  For example, several of our posts 
highlight how to be active and safe using our local trails, which has highlighted the importance of our 
built environment and neighborhood safety.  We aim to educate residents about healthy living, 
preventive care, and resources, increasing their health literacy to better use our limited resources. In the 
event that there is not a resource available for residents to access the care they need, we hope that the 
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communications campaign will enhance their knowledge of how they can become civically engaged and 
use their voice to advocate for bringing needed resources and services to the area. 
 
To what extent were earned media articles, letters to the editor, and op-eds published about this 
project? 
See appendices A-D 
 
Another component of this communications campaign was to build capacity with local traditional media 
agencies and engage them in partnerships to advocate for local health. By fostering relationships with 
local news reporters and features editors, we have become immediate points of contact when any 
health news arises. Our newspaper reporters know who exactly to reach out to when a health-related 
wire story crosses their desk and as such, we are better able to garner news media for our LHD. For 
example, when the American Lung Association State of Tobacco Grades were released, the reporters 
immediately contacted our Health Officer and Tobacco Control Coordinator for more information and 
the article was released in time and was relevant to the news aired in regional and statewide media 
outlets. Another example has been our work in promoting our childhood immunization rates – due to 
our strong partnerships and built capacity with local reporters, the local news outlets inquired with the 
LHD to create a story when SB277 was signed into law. By coordinating traditional and social media 
communications with statewide news media, we are better able to capture the attention of not only our 
local reporters but our community as well. During these events and by staying up to date, we have 
become a reliable source for health news information. 
 
From this communications campaign, we have garnered earned media based off of our posts. For 
example, a post of a salad staff lunch was reported on and became a piece on how to incorporate 
healthy policies in the workplace. Additionally, our Facebook posts about emergency preparedness was 
seen by a reporter and subsequently, an article promoting emergency go bags ran in the newspaper and 
was linked to local wildfire emergencies our LHD has responded to.  
 
To what extent does the campaign inform and lead to personal and collective action to improve 
population health? 
 
An example of how our communications campaign has led to personal and collective action is best 
represented in our tobacco control media efforts. In our campaign, we have disseminated messages 
educating the community about Tuolumne County’s high adult smoking rate. Our communications team 
have put out media that have paired local tobacco consumption data with photographs and media 
images that demonstrate the health impact of tobacco in our community. Most notably, our media 
regarding smoking and tobacco litter in the downtown Sonora corridor has inspired businesses to come 
forward and speak out about the effect of secondhand smoke at their business fronts. After being 
informed that the City of Sonora does not have a local ordinance to protect against secondhand smoke, 
several residents have committed to speaking during public comment at City Council meetings to bring 
stakeholder attention to the issue.  
 
Additionally, online traditional media and public service announcements we have placed with our online 
news website (www.mymotherlode.com) and local newspaper (www.uniondemocrat.com), have also 
resulted in calls from community members to seek tobacco cessation services for themselves and for 
family members. Our analysis of Tuolumne County’s call rate in the California Smoker’s Helpline have 
increased in the past few months. Although we cannot directly attribute our campaign to this rise of 

http://www.mymotherlode.com/
http://www.uniondemocrat.com/
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inquiries into the helpline, we know through testimonials received at our LHD that many residents heard 
about cessation messages through our traditional media efforts. 
 
Because our campaign is still ongoing, we have yet to evaluate any collective impact on other health 
initiatives. We have plans to communicate to our residents about information on our built environment 
and how it impacts health. In development are maps that show the density of tobacco and alcohol 
resources, healthy food access points, and local physical activity locations which we will generate into 
informative media ads that will promote the idea of what health looks like in each neighborhood in the 
county. As we roll out each health topic activity, we hope it will encourage dialogue between the LHD 
and community members which will then graduate to community support for Health in all Policies work 
in our county. 
 
How have you used what you have learned from this experience? How will use what you have learned 
to improve your next communications campaign? 
 
Presently, we are using our experience to focus on developing more engaging media materials as well as 
looking towards sustainability of the campaign.  Our committee does not currently foresee any 
disruptions that would derail the current campaign. We do anticipate declines in interaction momentum 
as certain social media platforms decline in popularity or use but the committee is continually seeking 
new trainings and ideas to keep the audience engaged online. We have learned that post fatigue or 
users growing tired of seeing our content is a possibility, but is managed by strategizing ways to modify 
the frequency of postings as well as changing up content pushed out by our campaign. 
 
We have not yet looked into developing another communications campaign as we are still implementing 
the current project. Our LHD’s focus has been on sustaining the momentum we have built in our current 
communications efforts. We have strategized ideas for improving sustainability which includes 
increasing program media budgets within our health education grants to pay for post boosting and 
software to create in-house graphics and media that complement the health information we are 
disseminating. So far, we have learned that social media behaviors and preferences for our rural 
community follow very particular patterns that we have utilized to our advantage. For example, in tight-
knit rural community informational posts accompanied by photos of staff or people in the community 
that the audience can recognize tend to be well-received over generic posts shared from other state or 
federal agencies.  
 
Plans to improve the innovation include launching more youth-oriented social media accounts like 
Instagram and Twitter to engage the younger population who have steered away from Facebook and 
developing our other accounts like Pinterest, YouTube, and Periscope to cater to different audience 
preferences. We have found Periscope, for example, is best suited for our Emergency Preparedness 
information – therefore, we are making plans to cater and design each social media platform for the 
information topics it most effectively disseminates.  
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INNOVATION 

How were youth, disadvantaged populations, and other groups at high risk included in the 
development and public voice of the campaign?  
 
Activities to engage subgroups of our community are underway. So far, we have been able to 
incorporate the voices of youth. 
 
For youth, LHD communications team staff have conducted media trainings with students from our local 
high schools. Media trainings focused on tactics to advocate for local issues and how to use youth voice 
on social media to raise awareness. The trainings have built capacity with our local Friday Night Live 
youth groups as well as Sonora High School’s Student Wellness Advocacy Program. Future efforts of our 
communications campaign will be to partner and mentor with these youth groups as they launch their 
student-run social media pages. With regards to youth health education, our campaign has attracted the 
attention of local youth and we have found that many students learn about our services online and 
through peer-to-peer exchange of information. By engaging them with our family planning clinic services 
online, they are then able to share the information with their peers and the diffusion of knowledge 
accomplishes our communications campaign goal of linking community members with local resources. 
 
 
 
 
Were social media, mobile phones, and other technology utilized in the campaign? 
 
Yes. Our project staff utilizes social media platforms including: Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Twitter, 
and Periscope. Graphic design and photo editing software such as Canva and PicMonkey are used to 
create our media postings and LHD staff have utilized iMovie and other software to make online videos 
to promote our health events. Our LHD has even utilized popular apps such as Boomerang to create 
GIF’s to create content. Moreover, as new features are launched in each platform, our campaign 
assesses how to best implement the feature. Recently, the campaign used the Facebook Live feature to 
webcast a local Suicide Prevention Summit wherein a presentation given by our County Health Officer 
was cast live to our Facebook followers. The campaign team’s hope is that with the Facebook Live 
feature, our followers will be able to virtually attend our events to receive information. Transportation 
remains an issue for many Tuolumne County residents, so live streaming of our activities works to 
promote our messages while possibly piquing the interest of people we have not previously reached.  
 
We have looked into the possibility of re-working our county-hosted department webpage to develop 
an interface that would be mobile friendly and have also researched the idea incorporating our 
campaign into a mobile app that would be linked to the LHD’s general program and services 
information. Plans for a mobile application are in the preliminary stages and the LHD team has yet to 
strategize on the benefits of mobile applications prior to moving forward. In pursuing other 
technologies, we must take into account our community member’s literacy rates and realistic access to 
such mediums as a smartphone app. We know that many of our lower income residents do not have a 
smartphone, and that many areas of our county have poor cell phone reception, so our communications 
team maintains a balance between traditional and innovative media so that information is pushed out in 
ways that are accessible for everyone. 
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Can we share this application with other local health officials who are interested in communications 
best practices?  
 
Yes. 
 
Cited Data Sources: 
 

1. Tuolumne County Community Health Assessment, 2013 
2. Economic Burden of Chronic Disease in California, 2015 
3. Tuolumne County Tobacco Consumption, 2012 
4. Central Sierra Connect 
5. Earned Media Articles, attached PDF’s:  

a. “Mother Lode receives failing grade on state smoking report” 
b. “Time to immunize: experts say vaccines are too important to skip” 
c. “Healthy eating, exercise promoted at work” 
d. “Safety experts urge residents to get ready for winter early” 

6. Tuolumne County Public Health Facebook Page 
7. #healthyselfietc Samples 

a. Yosemite Half Dome 
b. CHP Parternship 
c. We Keep it Moving Staff Photo 
d. Staff Role Modeling  

 
Please email your completed application by Friday, May 27, 2016 to: 
Kat DeBurgh, Executive Director 
Health Officers Association of California  
deburgh@calhealthofficers.org 
(916) 441-7405  
 
 

http://www.co.tuolumne.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/2740
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cdcb/Documents/CDPHEconomicBurdenCD2015California.pdf
http://us6.campaign-archive2.com/?u=af21b2233173f73eeed43659b&id=c59c0c7603
http://www.facebook.com/tuolumnecountypublichealth
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=%2523healthyselfietc
https://www.facebook.com/tuolumnecountypublichealth/photos/a.578432535612871.1073741830.552132464909545/748857455237044/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/tuolumnecountypublichealth/photos/pcb.756865594436230/756862757769847/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=%2523healthyselfietc
mailto:deburgh@calhealthofficers.org

